
Need to  
increase your  
website speed.
Let’s start looking really good !



Foreword

Wordpress has existed since 2003. By 2016, one third of all 

websites on the Internet were powered by Wordpress.

Google has an interest in presenting websites 

in the search results which present relevant 

information to the searcher. 

What Google has recently announced is that they 

also have an interest in presenting websites that 

load quickly in their search results.

What this means is that Google considers website 

speed to be a contributing factor to how high a 

website will be listed in search results.

This means if you want your website to rank as highly 

as possible, you need to make your website load for the 

website visitor as fast as possible.

Luckily, the document you are currently reading details the 

steps you need to take to ensure your Wordpress website 

loads as quickly as possible. Some steps are Wordpress 

specific, and some are applicable to any website running 

any CMS (content management system).

“The document you are currently reading 
details the steps you need to take to ensure 
your Wordpress Website loads as quickly as 
possible.” 
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Measure what needs to be improved

There are a number of online tools for this 

purpose.  

Our three favorite ones are GTMetrix (http://

gtmetrix.com), Pingdom (http://tools.pingdom.

com) and  

Web Page Test (http://webpagetest.org).

I use all three and suggest that you do the same. 

Here’s why. Although all three will measure your 

site’s speed, you’ll see that numbers will differ. 

And the speed is of our least concern when we 

test. What we’re looking for are the “bottlenecks” 

- things that slow your site down. Once you’ve 

taken care of them, your site will automatically 

get fast, that’s all there is to it. The three sites 

will help you see what needs fixing. 

These tools may appear a bit intimidating if 

you’ve never used them before. Don’t let that 

concern you. You don’t need to know every little 

thing they show you. In fact, all you need is to 

see what they recommend you do on your site 

and do it. These recommendations are the same 

for 95% of WordPress sites. And in this guide I 

show you how to take care of them. 

So go ahead and run some tests and see what 

applies to your site.

Set Expires Headers   
(Leverage Browser Caching)

Expires Headers tell your visitor’s 

browser to “make a copy” of your 

pages and keep it in its cache.  

Next time the visitor comes to your site, the 

content (or at least some of it) will be served 

from the browser and that will speed up site 

loading. On the surface it may appear that your 

site will only load faster for repeat visitors. Not so. 

If someone arrives on your home or landing page, 

goes to another page and then returns, the first 

visited page will be served from the browser and 

load much faster. 

Expires Headers specify what types of files and 

for how long should be kept in the browser 

cache. This number can be set in seconds, 

minutes, hours, days, etc. Testing tools are 

looking for “far in the future expirations”. Usually 

14 days makes them happy. 

# Expires Headers 

<IfModule mod_expires.c> 

# Enable expirations 

ExpiresActive On  

# Default directive 

ExpiresDefault “access plus 1 month” 

# My favicon 

ExpiresByType image/x-icon “access plus 1 year” 

# Images 

ExpiresByType image/gif “access plus 1 year” 

ExpiresByType image/png “access plus 1 year” 

ExpiresByType image/jpg “access plus 1 year” 

ExpiresByType image/jpeg “access plus 1 year” 

# CSS 

ExpiresByType text/css “access plus 1 month” 

# Javascript 

ExpiresByType application/javascript “access plus 1 year” 

</IfModule> 

What Is This Code? 

This code needs to be copied and 

pasted into a file named .htaccess, 

which can be found in the /public_html 

folder of your web hosting space.

You can access the /public_html folder 

of your web hosting space by logging 

into your web hosting control panel, 

and choosing File Manager, or set up 

an FTP connection to your website and 

view /public_html over FTP, or you could 

submit a support ticket to your web 

hosting support and ask them to safely 

add this code to .htaccess for you.

Here’s What Generic Expires 
Headers Code Looks Like:  
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06 Remove Query Strings from Static Resources 

Without getting too technical, let me just say that 

query strings are those HTTP requests that have a 

question mark in them. These are not cached by most 

proxy servers and should be removed for faster site 

loading. This can be achieved on the vast majority of 

WordPress sites by installing a free plugin and there is 

a number of them in the WordPress Repository. Simply 

look up Remove Query Strings From Static Resources.

Optimize Images 

The lighter your pages the faster they will load. And 

often images add a significant portion of “weight”. You 

want your images to be as small as possible (file size 

wise) without loss of quality. 

There’s a number of plugins that will optimize your 

images and using a plugin for this purpose is fine. 

My recommendation is the Wordpress plugin Smush. 

However, if you don’t have a large number of images, 

you’re better off optimizing them manually because 

having fewer plugins helps both your site’s speed and 

security. 

Most Adobe apps like Photoshop, Illustrator, etc, and 

also some other graphics editors have a “Save For 

Web” option which allows you to manipulate size, 

resolution and quality. The standard resolution for the 

web is 72px, you need to size your images to be no 

larger than needed (keeping in mind responsiveness) 

and you can change quality settings for jpeg’s using 

percentages, and for pngs using PNG-8 number of 

colors. 

If you’re using the latest Adobe products, look 

for the Legacy Save For Web because it allows for 

actual browser preview after you’ve adjusted image 

settings. Once you’re satisfied with your image file 

size and quality, compress it. A great free online 

tool is tinypng.com (http://tinypng.com ) . It will 

take care of both png and jpeg files. 

Use a CDN

A CDN (Content Delivery Network) stores your 

site’s static resources - Javascript, CSS and images. 

CDNs use super fast servers usually located all over 

the world. They are especially useful if your traffic 

comes from various geographic locations. If that’s 

the case, your CDN will serve files from the closest 

server to your visitor and your site will load much 

faster. 

There is a number of CDNs you can use. My favorite 

is CloudFlare. CloudFlare offers free accounts good 

enough for most sites. CloudFlare is also a great 

security tool, although the set of security features 

you get with a free account is limited.  

When using a CDN you need to make sure that 

it is set up properly for SEO so that your images 

(especially if you’re relying on image search traffic) 

are attributed to your site. It often does not happen 

automatically. If you’re using CloudFlare, there is 

nothing to set up because it’s essentially a reverse 

proxy and your images are seen by search engines 

as belonging to your site without any extra effort. 

“The document 
you are currently 
reading details the 
steps you need to 
take to ensure your 
Wordpress Website 
loads as quickly as 
possible.” 
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Use a Caching Plugin 

There is a vast number of caching plugins 

today. Some are very simple to setup and use, 

some require complicated configuration and 

have a number of extra functions like JS and 

CSS optimizations, setting Expires Headers, 

compression, etc., etc. After working on 

hundreds of clients’ sites, I have to say that there 

is no right or wrong. All caching plugins work - 

free and paid ones. Some hosting companies 

have “built-in” caching and that’s fine too. Every 

site is different and needs different things

Somehow caching plugins get more attention 

than they deserve. Here’s what I mean. You can 

have the fanciest and most expensive plugin but 

… unless you’ve done ALL other optimizations 

that I’m showing you here and took care of all 

bottlenecks keeping your site from loading fast 

- a caching plugin is no remedy, no matter how 

fancy or well regarded. 

So whatever you have now is fine, take care of 

the rest of optimizations first and then consider 

other options if you feel it’s needed.

Make Fewer http Requests by Combining JS 
and CSS

The name of the game in optimizing your site for 

speed is having as few HTTP requests as possible. 

Often this is easier said than done when it comes 

to combining (it’s also called concatenating) JS 

and CSS files without breaking your site. Well 

worth attempting though. You can use Rocket 

Loader on CloudFlare to reduce the number of 

JS requests. You can also use Autoptimize plugin 

(it’s free) to combine JS as well as CSS. This can 

be a tedious trial and error process or it can be a 

snap! Like I said - every site is different. MINIFY 

HTML, JS AND CSS 

Minifying means taking out the white space 

from the code. You can minify HTML, JS and CSS 

using your caching plugin (if it has that function), 

Autoptimize or CloudFlare if you’re using either. 

Minifying JS can at times break your site, if that’s 

the case, simply undo it. 
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Outside Resources  

Most sites today use many outside resources - fonts, maps, 

social media, embedded videos, various analytics tools, 

etc. These should be used in moderation so you keep 

the number of HTTP requests to a necessary minimum. 

You also need to remember that requests to the outside 

resources are not cacheable. In other words - they have to 

be loaded from their source every time. So let’s see how 

they should be handled. 

Social media 

Using social media is very important as the likes, shares 

and comments you get is one of the signals taken in 

consideration by search engines for your site’s rankings. 

However, it pays to be smart when using it. Many 

social media plugins drag your site down speed wise 

considerably by making a high number of requests. So 

you want to try different plugins and choose the ones that 

have that affect speed the least. Your home page being 

the most important. So maybe you’ll want to limit social 

elements that require requests on the home page and 

also use sharing tools that are a part of your site versus 

outside ones. 

Embedded videos 

When using embedded videos, we add extra HTTP 

requests. With YouTube, for example, it’s a minimum of 5. 

And if there are ads running in the video, the number is 

doubled. 3-4 videos on a page and the site will surely get 

a lot slower. 

The way to handle this is by placing your videos in a 

lightbox. Your WordPress theme may provide a lightbox, 

otherwise you can use a lightbox plugin. This way 

requests are only made when a video is played and your 

pages load faster. 

Google Maps 

Google maps also add a number of HTTP requests to 

your pages. A workaround would be placing a clickable 

image of your map which when clicked will open up a 

Google map in another tab. Like I always say - every site is 

different. Maybe yours won’t get affected much by having 

a map on the home page. If you have several though, it 

probably will. 
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Web fonts 

Web fonts do not affect loading speed much as long as 

they’re used in moderation. If you’re using a plethora of 

fonts (and by that I mean not only font families but also 

different weights and styles), then maybe it’s time to 

consider embedding some of them on your site and using 

@font-face CSS. There’s plenty of good information on 

how it’s done on the web. 

Use GZip compression

Add the following code to your website’s .htaccess file:

# compress text, html, javascript, css, xml:

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/plain

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/html

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/xml

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/css

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/xml

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/

xhtml+xml

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/

rss+xml

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/

javascript

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-

javascript

AddType x-font/otf .otf

AddType x-font/ttf .ttf

AddType x-font/eot .eot

AddType x-font/woff .woff

AddType image/x-icon .ico

AddType image/png .png
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1. Leverage browser caching by setting expires 

headers (manually or using a  

caching plugin)

2. Remove query strings from static resources 

3. Use a CDN 

4. Use a caching plugin 

5. Use GZip compression 

6. Optimize images (if you have many use a lazy 

load plugin) 

7. Make fewer HTTP requests (this is the most 

important recommendation and can be 

achieved  in a variety of ways as described in 

the Guide) 

8. Avoid unnecessary URL redirects (see if it 

applies to your site using one of the testing 

tools) 

9. Minify HTML, JS and CSS 

10. Remove above the fold render blocking 

resources (when applicable and can be 

achieved     without 

breaking site) 

11.  Defer parsing of JS (when applicable) 

It’s been a pleasure writing this e-book to assist you in 

speeding up your website. I realise not everything will be 

entirely clear, so use the following 

resources to help your understanding.

If you need help implementing any of these ideas, 

there are many free community resources you can take 

advantage of.

http://www.codingforums.com/ - a free forum to ask basic 

questions about website development.

http://stackoverflow.com/ - a free forum to ask 

more medium to advanced questions about website 

development. 

http://superuser.com/ - a free forum to ask questions 

about using computer software

If the above fail to help

If you fail to find the answer to your question in the 

forums above, feel free to ask me a question @ https://

www.insightdesign.com.au/
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Whether the situation calls for assistance to help define 

the problem, or to develop creative solutions, Insight 

has the equipment, expertise and people to execute the 

most appropriate approach.

Since 1995, our award winning agency has 

developed visual communications for over 

250 clients throughout the world in the 

:- education, oil & gas, mining, construction, 

property, finance, government, retail and 

manufacturing sectors.

The group has four specialised divisions 

:- Insight Branding, Insight Digital, Insight 

Reports, and Insight Displays & Signage.

Insight will effectively position your brand 

within today’s competitive marketplace and 

can offer you value through the strength of our 

relationship and the ability to design effective 

communication.

About Insight

View all our websites at:

https://www.insightdesign.com.au/

https://brand.insightdesign.com.au/

https://digital.insightdesign.com.au/

https://reports.insightdesign.com.au/

https://displays.insightdesign.com.au/

Insight Communication & Design

47 Hay Street Subiaco,  

Western Australia, 6008

Call +618 9381 5900

Build your brand and your  
business with Insight’s:

• Websites

• SEO & Digital Advertising

• Movie Presentations & 3D

• Annual Reports

• Branding

• Displays

• Signage

• Brochures

View our Website 
Work here.
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Designing effecitive websites

Let’s start looking really good !


